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The Battle of Bibliography.
(Being a summary of the latter portion of a paper entitled " Bibliography
Backwards."1)
HP HE last decade of the nineteenth century will witness
•*• the solution of many great problems which have hitherto
been looming as dark storms upon the horizon, ready to
break, we know not when nor where, with consequences
which we cannot yei foresee.
If this be so especially in the Political, Religious, and
Social worlds, the Literary world will not escape without its
trials.
We are slowly awakening to the fact that the flood of
Modern Bibliography has overtaken us, and we are at length
forced to confess that we are unable to cope with it. Advancing
with stealthy line, it has found us unprepared and unorganised,
and we have fled.
What, then, will be the result ? Where will flight end ?
Must it continue ? are the questions which we ask ourselves.
To any casual observer of matters bibliographical, there are
many tendencies which will at once attract attention. In regard
to the object of this paper, two are especially noteworthy.
i. The prevalence of the belief that the evils which afflict
Modern Bibliography are necessary evils for which there is no
radical remedy.
a. The belief that if solution there be, we must turn for
remedy to Indexes.
Now, of course, Indexes contribute a share, and a valuable
share, towards the solution of our difficulties. But the great
radical defect of Modern Bibliography is the absence of a
systematic Periodical Series of Lists of Books on Special
Subjects.
The first great national want in Bibliography is to be able
to find with speed and certainty any book out of the million, on
1
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knowing the author and title. This want is supplied to perfec-
tion by the Alphabetical Catalogue.
The second great want is, without any previous knowledge,
to be able to find a chronological list of ALL the books on any
given subject, with absolute certainty, in reference both to
time and geographical area.
This want remains to be supplied.
Whence, then, the remedy ? The answer is simple. Pursue
a course exactly opposite to that of the past.
In the past, the books of the years have been allowed to
disperse, before taking due note of them for the purpose of
Special Bibliographies, at the moment when note could best
be taken.
The consequence is that when solitary individuals have
bravely set themselves to the task of re-collecting the books,
they have done so only after endless cost of money, time and
labour, and have then often only succeeded in bringing a fraction
of the books on a subject together again to the point from which
they originally started ("Bibliography Backwards"), and where
they might have been so easily retained in the first instance.
It is not, therefore, a question of after-remedy. We must
prevent the evil altogether.
And the solution of the problem is to be found in Periodical
National Registers of Books. We want a periodical list of all
the books of the year, which we can afterwards divide into any
reasonable number of natural divisions and sub-divisions at will.
And how are we to get this list ?
The most natural way is to avail ourselves of the first
registry of books which can possibly take place. But alas, this
registry does not exist, except on a very limited scale, and even
then the registers are not printed.
If the reason be inquired, we must point to the existing law.
The fate of an important branch of modern bibliography
depends on the difference between the little words MAY and
MUST.
According to English law, a man may register his book for
copyright.
In India and the United States a man must register his
books. Consequently, in the two latter cases registers exist.
With us they are absent.
But whether a register exists or not in this country, we have-
so far progressed that it is generally approved of in principle.
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122 The Library.
It is generally agreed that a reformed Stationers' Hall under
immediate Government contrpl is the sine qua non of future copy-
right reform.
There is reason to suppose, however, that we are yet far
from realising the full value of a register bibliographically.
In India it is arranged on lines unsuited to the highest aims
of bibliography.
In America, at once like and unlike our cousins, they have
written up " Customs " over the door of bibliography—in other
words, the first contemplated use of the recent scheme of regis-
tration in America was to supply tariff lists of books for the use
of the Customs Officials.
Now the real value of a National Printed Register is that
whereas it is necessary from a copyright law and commercial
point of view, it may also be made available for furthering the
welfare of one of the most important branches of bibliography.
Registry has to be made concerning the ownership of copy-
right, the term of duration, and other details ; and since, under a
proper system of registration, all books not privately printed, or
at least all books to be copyrighted would be registered simul-
taneously with the date of publication, the register entries (being
in strict chronological order) would form, if printed, the best
possible basis for special lists of books, provided that the
original entries were made in proper fashion.
In conclusion, then, let nje in the briefest manner sketch the
outline of a National Register, noting the essential conditions.
Ail copyright books must be registered on the date of issue
from the press.
Each entry in the Register must be a compact one, including
all the essentials of a bibliographical title.
Periodicals and Continuations will be kept separate.
The registering beirg performed by means of manifold-
writing books and typewriters, several entries could be made at
one time, one for a receipt form, another as an office reference
form ; another as a title form, &c, &c.
Once a quarter the chronologically numbered title-forms
would be sorted into a reasonable number of broad but well-
defined subject group bibliographical sections, and sent to the
printer.
If necessary, further details could be added to title-forms
after distribution of receipt forms, and extra titles could be type-
written when common to more than one group.
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In regard to internal details, special attention would be paid
to uniformity of type, continuity of arrangement, and simplicity
of treatment.
Each quarterly section would be issued with a separate title
page ; would contain titles printed only on one side of the
paper; would be on sale as a separate work for a moderate sum.
Here, then, for the year, and for all future time, provision is
made for the special bibliography of the greater subject groups,
and with a minimum of labour and expense, and with absolute
certainty of details. (Diagram 1.)
But this is not all. By the mere cutting up and re-arrange-
ment of selected entries in spare copies of the quarterly lists,
and by the shifting of the type before it is broken up, there is
easy scope for the immediate compilation of any number of
smaller biographies of special subjects which may be in request.
And all this without any delay in visiting libraries, in hunting
through catalogues, and transcribing titles in manuscript.
In addition also to the above advantages, when once we have
our Periodical Registers, it would then be possible to promote a
further elaboration of bibliographical enterprise, by which the
thousands of books which are at present diverted from the
natural stream of literature as subordinate " parts," " papers,"
and " articles " in " collected works," " learned society journals,"
and periodicals, &c, would be drafted back in due honour as
appropriate sections of the Periodical Registers. This plan
while not interfering with, but rather aiding, the system of
separate and collective Indexes, would render a large portion of
the literary world very greatly independent of indexes which
do not and cannot supply all our needs.
Furthermore, not the least of the results of the periodical
class registers, would be that a beautiful system of International
bibliography would arise (certainly amongst the English-speaking
nations), which, while enabling any one country to inform itself
concerning the whole or any part of the literature of any other
country year by year (Diagram 2), would also enable each
country to contribute by International Bibliographical Exchange
(Diagram 3), periodical lists of its contributions to the National
literature of any other country.
Is not this a matter worth thinking of ?
FRANK CAMPBELL.
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